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areÂ .Omarosa is yet again hitting up Trump’s
opponents for the presidency, this time going
to see Bernie Sanders. Omarosa went to the
Vermont senator’s campaign headquarters in
New York. The ‘The Apprentice’ star showed
her support for Sanders in a tweet. Omarosa
also posted a photo of the meeting on her
Facebook page, saying in part: “I am for
Bernie because I know how far we have to go
as a nation to make things better for our
communities but mostly, I am for Bernie
because I trust him to lead us where we need
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to go.” Omarosa’s visit comes days after
rumors that she was planning to endorse
Hillary Clinton for president. The backlash
from her supporters forced her to change her
mind. One of her fans called her out for
supporting Hillary, posting a photo showing
her with Sanders at a campaign stop.
Omarosa responded by saying, “I was there to
cheer, Bernie has a stellar team and I saw
them in action.”Catholic kids school to play
word while teachers decide if it really is a sin A
Catholic school which forbids children from
playing games with words on them is making
sure it’s OK to play a word guessing game
with words on them by claiming that it’s a
‘legitimate sin.’ The National Association for
Catholic Secondary Schools is to set up a
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school council as part of a drive to ensure that
all schoolchildren are given a ‘right’ to play
with words on and in their bags. The fact that
some words can have religious or sexual
connotations mean that games and activities
that involve them are forbidden at the school,
which said that it was trying to ensure that all
youngsters receive a ‘right’ to play. The ban is
in place due to ‘longstanding policy’, but
schools are being allowed to play a word
guessing game with words, rather than a
crossword puzzle with words. The ban on
crosswords and games with words was put in
place by previous head teachers ‘as part of a
risk-management policy’. But headteacher
John Anderson described it as ‘very specific’,
and said that the school is ‘not saying that
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